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 1 
1 Introduction 
Interaction designers have been one of the few groups in the software development industry who have had a pleasure to work without any specific knowledge of the development process. They have traditionally worked in the design phase of the waterfall process, having a specific timeslot for all work ‐ including concepting and specifying. The concepting is almost always the easy part, but the specifying has been a problem. Interaction designers are frustrated with the amount of details which have to be specified, knowing that if they forget something, or think something is common knowledge, the final product won’t be what they intended it to be. Some designers believe that if they some day produce a perfect specification, the final product will at least somehow reflect that. Others have already learnt the lesson: it won’t. Specification is either not read through and understood by developers ‐ or more commonly, some problems arise during the development and changes are needed. Both ‐ the interaction designers and the developers ‐ have been discussing the possibility to work together. Somewhere they already are doing that in an unstructured way. In small projects that might work ‐ just forget all processes and do what you want ‐ and especially: how you want. But for bigger projects, working without any process causes huge issues. If the problems of the waterfall process model are reflected on the final product, what could be the answer? The development has raised the issue up and done something about it. They created agile methods as an answer to the need of change. They even have proofs that agile works; there are many books, studies and articles written about the subject and all those say the same: by using agile methods, the development is done faster, people are happier and changes are possible even in the middle of the project. However, one big thing is missing: they forgot the design.  In most of the projects, which use agile methods, developers do the design. That can also work in some cases, but most of the projects would definitely gain advantage of the proper design ‐ done by interaction designers, graphic designers and usability specialist working together. The most beneficial combination would 















      4 unique characteristics mixed into the combination. Interaction design is described in more detail in chapter 2.3. 
Software development Software development means all activities, which have to be done to create software products. Those activities include e.g. designing, implementing, marketing and maintaining the software product. Software development can also refer to phases after the design phase in waterfall process model ‐ in those cases the design and development are separated. When creating software products, some kind of process model is used; traditionally the most preferred one has been the waterfall process model, but lately agile methods have gained much popularity. 
Waterfall Waterfall is a sequential process model, which has been used widely in the software development industry. Waterfall divides the development process into seven phases: requirements, design, implementation, integration, testing, installation and maintenance. The commonly known fact in software development industry is that the waterfall does not work; it causes projects to run out of time and budget. Waterfall is described in more detail in chapter 2.1. 


























































      12 Even with the common ground, agile methods are very much different from each other. Agile is not a method, one simple solution to a very complicated and changing problem. Agile is just a common ground for the methods under the title ‘Agile methods’. Dean Leffingwell (2007, 8) lists those methods to include Dynamic Systems Development Method (DSDM), Adaptive Software Development (ASD), Crystal Clear, Scrum, eXtreme Programming (XP), Lean Software Development (Lean), Feature‐Driven Development (FDD), Agile Unified Process (AUP).  Leffingwell’s list ‐ or any other list ‐ is not complete. But complete list doesn’t even make sense in the reality where everyone is usually adopting one method and then changing it to suit them better, either by taking some practises from existing methods or by creating their own practises. Not many projects out there are practising one pure agile method. Leffingwell (2007, 8) states that the most used methods are Scrum, XP and DSDM. DSDM is widely used in USA, but Scrum and XP are definitely the most used ones in Europe.  
2.2.2 Scrum Jeff Sutherland and Ken Schwaber developed scrum in mid‐90s. Since then it has been widely used in many software companies and IT organizations. Scrum is based on few simple rules which help to produce incremental releases of a product in fixed period of time, prioritize the work, keep the work transparent and at the same time keep the team in control of their work. (Leffingwell 2007, 41‐49) The scrum identifies three roles: product owner, scrum master and team member. The product owner is representing the interests of the user and customer. He is doing that by managing the product backlog. The scrum master has two responsibilities: implementing the scrum practices in the team and helping the team to achieve the goals. The latter also includes the responsibility of removing any obstacles that are impeding the team. The team member is responsible for implementing the functionality of the product. The team is organizing and managing itself and ideally should be able to be cross functional, so that anyone can do whatever tasks are in the backlog. The ideal team size is seven, plus or minus two. If the team is bigger, it should be divided into separate teams. If the 
      13 person is not a product owner, a scrum master or a team member, he shouldn’t be interfering during the sprint. (Schwaber and Beedle 2001) The scrum project starts by the creation of the product backlog. Product backlog has all the features that have to be done before the product is ready. The features are arranged as items, which include the description and estimation. The product owner is responsible of the product backlog, especially prioritizing the items. The product backlog is the most important document in the scrum process, but it is constantly changing during the project because increasing knowledge of the project will affect the product backlog. (Schwaber and Beedle 2001) After the product backlog is created and teams are set, it is time for the first sprint planning meeting. During each sprint the team creates an increment of usable software. The sprint is a fixed period of time, traditionally 30 days, but nowadays anything between 1‐4 weeks. In the planning meeting, team members calculate how much they can do in this sprint as a team and then select enough ‐ but not too much ‐ items from the product backlog to be done in this sprint. Items with high prioritization are of course taken first. Selected items are moved to the sprint backlog and expanded by the team. Expanding means that the team members are dividing each item into tasks, which are so small that the team can describe them clearly enough to every team member to know what should be done to complete the task. The team also estimates the hours, which are needed to complete the task. It is important to notice that the team decides what will be done during the sprint, because the team has to commit on doing the sprint backlog items. (Leffingwell 2007, 41‐49) 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Figure 3: Scrum process model overview (Leffingwell 2007, 47)  













      16 clearly defines what is the important driver in XP: providing explicit methods for programmers, so they can more confidently respond to changing requirements and still produce quality code. XP has many principles and practices that are like jigsaw puzzle pieces; individually they make no sense, but when combined together a complete picture can be seen. (Larman 2004, 137‐171)  The XP team consists of five to ten programmers who work at one location with the customer on site. The key roles include the following: customer, programmer, tester, coach and tracker. The customer is responsible of writing the user stories and acceptance tests. She is also needed on site to answer the questions as soon as they arise. Programmers and testers write the tests, designs and code. They also identify tasks and estimate those. Tester also helps the customer to write and develop tests. The coach customizes the process as needed and teaches the process to others. The tracker collects the metrics, tells the progress and gives feedback on poor estimates. (Larman 2004, 137‐171)  In XP it is more important to focus on key practises than to process lifecycle. Leffingwell (2007, 35‐38) has listed 13 practices to be the essence of the XP: 1. Sit together means just what it says: the whole team should sit together in common workspace. This helps to build the sense of community and also drives the informal communication. 2. Whole team works only for one project at the time and an individual team member can’t be part of more than one team at the time. 3. Informative workspace helps to keep everyone on track what the team is doing and how the progress is going. Easiest way to handle this is to use the common workspace. Usually there are user stories in the right spots on the walls so that everyone can see what is currently worked on, what has been done and what will be done in the next iteration.  4. Energized work means that a team member shouldn’t be working more than 40 hours a week. Working in XP is intense and require that people work closely together. Everyone is tired after eight hours of intense work and they also need some privacy after being together for those eight hours. 
      17 5. Pair programming is done by two people with one computer. Those two people are collaborating, discussing, coding and testing the same piece of code at the same time. This working method is increases the quality of code and is one of the most interesting practices of XP. 6. User story is the unit of functionality in XP. User stories are written by the customer as things that the system needs to do. User stories should only provide enough detail to make an estimate of how long the story will take to implement. When it is time to implement the story the customer will give a detailed description of the requirements. 7. Weekly cycle is the iteration cycle in XP. User stories should be so small that some number of them can be finished in one iteration. With weekly cycle the progress can be seen weekly and also accomplishments can be appreciated weekly.  8. Quarterly cycle is the most natural fit for larger amounts of work, such as releases or major external deliverables.  9. Slack helps to keep the humanity in the system. The slack can be arranged by many ways, but the most important thing is that it is arranged somehow. Otherwise the constant highly productive work will get the team frustrated. 10. Ten­minute build is one of the goals in XP. The team should be able to automatically build the system and run all the tests in 10 minutes. 11. Continuous integration is achieved by integrating and testing all changes every few hours or in the worst‐case scenario, daily. 12. Test­first programming means that a failing automation test is written before the code writing. This is done because it improves the quality of the code. 13. Incremental design is also part of XP. The team design a little every day and when they discover extra complexity, they refactor the code and the 










      20 light pen were starting. The focus shifted even more towards people when software became more important than hardware. In 1970s even people who weren’t especially taught to use computers could use the command line interface and new software. Apple introduced the first graphical user interface (GUI) in early 1980s to the mass audience. At the same time, dial‐up modems introduced new possibilities such as bulleting board system (BBS) where users could leave messages to others and read the messages. This invention started the human‐to‐human interaction through computer interfaces. (Saffer 2007, 9‐18)  In early 1990s the interaction design started as a formal discipline when the World Wide Web (WWW) and mass adoption of e‐mail brought the need for better design forefront. 1990s was also the invention time for merging technologies, for the first time computer technology was used in cars, stereos, dishwashers etc. Other new inventions were made in the world of entertainment and mobile phones. Someone also needed to design the interaction with those merging technologies and new inventions. That increased the importance of newly born interaction design quickly. (Saffer 2007, 9‐18)  
2.3.1 Definition of interaction design Interaction design was not the only discipline trying to answer huge design needs. Other disciplines trying to fulfill the need included e.g. user‐interface engineering, usability engineering and information architecture. It took some time to get all the disciplines to a state that they could be described. Meanwhile the Internet matured and became more about doing things than just reading content. Technologies were evolving so quickly that everyone was just using the term, which they had heard from somewhere or just made up one when they needed it. No one had time to carefully think through who should design what and how. This quick evolution confused and still confuses many of those who were or still are somehow involved with the interaction design work. Today there are few explanations of how all those disciplines relate to each other. Almost everyone agrees that user experience (UX) design is the big umbrella, which includes almost all other disciplines. Describing the overlaps is not easy, 
      21 even Dan Saffer who published his figure originally in 2007 has redrawn it and still admits that it doesn’t cover all disciplines involved. Saffer’s new figure (2008) ‐ although not perfect ‐ contains some valuable information. It shows that interaction design overlaps with many other disciplines. Saffer has even named the overlapping parts in the new figure.   
 Figure 6: The Disciplines of User Experience (Saffer 2008)  
By looking at the Saffer’s figure, interaction design seems to include interface design, navigation, interactive environments, controls and usability engineering. But that is not all. How should the blank area be filled? What definition could describe that? Jesse James Garrett (2003) starts by describing the whole user experience in web environment. First he defines the five planes of user experience (Figure 7). Garrett states that design process is about moving from top to bottom ‐ from abstract to 
      22 concrete ‐ in the plane figure. He splits his planes down the middle because in web environment things are easily split into two different objectives: web as a software interface and web as a hypertext system. Software side is mainly about the tasks and the hypertext side is about the information. After splitting the figure shows how different planes break down into component elements (Figure 8). 
 Figure 7: Planes of user experience (Garrett 2003, 24)  
 Figure 8: The elements of user experience (Garrett 2003, 33) 

























      26 in order to get the most useful information into the design work. (Wikipedia: Design; Wikipedia: Interaction design) Designer also has to know more about the project than just what research analysis reveals. The client is always interviewed by the designer to define the project more clearly. The designer needs to know how the client sees the business goals and the users, and also the different practicalities of the project: who is doing what, what is designer’s role, what is the schedule and budget, how the cooperation and communication is arranged, etc. These are not part of the actual design work, but they affect to the design work so much that the designer needs to know them. (Wikipedia: Design; Wikipedia: Interaction design) The vision should be in the designer’s mind when she has done enough research and analysis. After the designer is aware of the problems and the possible direction where she is heading, she starts the creative process of problem solving. In the creative process the time is important: the designer needs to have enough time to think about all the requirements, needs, goals and possible solutions to those. It is also important to notice that designers look for a solution also outside the current design space if they have enough time. These ideas are often the breakthroughs in the industry, simply because none of the competitors have not looked at the problem from that perspective before. However, usually the design time is so limited that designers are using some of the known creativity or problem solving techniques to quickly create enough possible solutions to be worked on. Perhaps the most used technique is brainstorming with specific group of people, usually with other designers. (Wikipedia: Design; Wikipedia: Interaction design) To find out the best solutions multiple rounds of brainstorming, discussions and refinement of the problem is usually needed. When the designer has enough refined problem and the possible solutions, she starts to create alternative solutions. Alternative solutions are descriptions of concepts and/or prototypes. They can contain designs e.g. as wireframes or flow diagrams. The designer is constantly evaluating the alternative solutions and getting feedback from other persons involved such as clients, other designers and development team. By evaluation and feedback alternative solutions can merge, some of them can be 
      27 dropped and new solutions can appear. The alternative solutions gradually get more details and the designer starts to realize which one of the alternatives she should move specification phase. Before the specification phase, more detailed evaluation is usually done through usability testing or expert evaluation. Interaction designer can do usability testing or expert evaluation, but it is usually recommended to be done by someone else than the designer. The designer might be too inside the design to be able to notice the problems in it. (Wikipedia: Design; Wikipedia: Interaction design) The usability evaluation gives information to the designer: is she going to the right direction or not, what should be redesigned, what is working well, etc. If the direction is right, the designer can start the design specification. The design specification is a large document describing the whole interaction design, even the smallest details. In the specification phase the designer also needs to evaluate the design all the time. Detailing the design often reveals some new design problems, which then need to be solved. Those problems can also be so huge that they affect to the vision and concept and the designer needs to redesign and possible re‐evaluate almost everything. The design specification is mostly done for the development team that builds the product after the designer has specified it. Usually even in the later parts of the projects (e.g. in development phase) the specification is still changing. (Wikipedia: Design; Wikipedia: Interaction design) 
2.3.4 Summary  The history of interaction design started when new inventions such as telegraph, telephone, radio and television required the creators to design an entire system of use. Interaction design as a discipline however started when computers evolved to the point when human‐to‐human was possible through computers. At that point masses started to use computers and more sophisticated interaction methods were needed. Interaction design was not the only discipline trying to answer to that problem and quickly there were so many disciplines existing that none could define what those all were about and how they related to each other. Nowadays when those disciplines have existed for a while, there exist some definitions for each discipline.  








      29 Why is it so difficult to merge interaction design into agile? What are those huge differences that make it difficult? First of all, it is important to remember that agile methods were created by developers for developers. Creators of agile methods didn’t think about the interaction design as a part of the process, because software projects didn’t either have interaction designers or they were working separately from developers at that time. The worst threat of the interaction design professionals is really much true today: agile is not even suggesting anything related to interaction design in the process and agile methods are taking over the whole software development world. Just when everyone started to realize that interaction design is important when creating products for users, almost the whole user experience is left without any support from process side.  When agile methods are referring to design, they are usually talking about the code design, done by the developers. Some references to user interface (UI) can be found, but in those cases it is suggested that developers do the creation of UI inside iterations. Of course, that approach works well in some projects, but most of the software projects would advantage of the proper interaction design. To be able to merge interaction design into agile, it is important to see the main differences. 
2.4.1 Differences between interaction design and agile 
 Figure 10: Differences between interaction design and agile 
      30 There are many differences between interaction design and agile, but the most important ones are the five main conflicts. First one is about the roles: while interaction design needs a specialized professional, agile says that all team members should be generalists. The second conflict is about the alternatives: interaction design uses alternative solutions as a basis for design work, agile iterates only one solution. The third conflict is about usability: agile recognizes the importance of user validation but doesn’t give any time for user research which is one fundamental aspect of interaction design. The fourth conflict is about history: for interaction design it is natural to do at least some of the design up‐front, but agile specifically tries to avoid that by doing all work in iterations. The last conflict is about the way of thinking: interaction design starts from holistic point of view, but agile uses modular thinking.  The last one is the most interesting difference. John Armitage (2004) has illustrated that difference and how it can affect to the final product. He first shows example progression images of waterfall and agile approaches (Figures 11 and 12). In waterfall, the design defines the holistic overall picture ‐ the sketch ‐ first and then proceeds gradually to higher fidelity by specification and then to final product by implementation. The agile approach is different, in ideal case the progress is seen by the series of finished pieces, which together create the final product.   
 Figure 11: Staged progression from low to high fidelity. (Armitage 2004)  
 Figure 12: The ideal XP result: a series of finished pieces assembled serially into a cohesive whole. (Armitage 2004) 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Figure 17: Human‐centered‐Agile (Giudice 2008) 
Giudice’s process starts even before cycle 0 by doing the research. Cycle 0 is dedicated for the holistic overall designs like modelling goals, users and concepts. In cycle 0 also the feature priorization is done. After that starts the detailed iterative design in cycles which continue until the product release. Notable thing is that Giudice suggests that user validation ‐ usability testing ‐ is also done inside cycles. Giudice states clearly that all stakeholders and team members ‐ project lead, client, user experience, visual design and engineering ‐ should be participating through the whole process.  Jakob Nielsen and Chris Nodder (2008) have done two rounds of research: a survey of 105 design and development professionals and more in‐depth case studies from 12 companies and their Agile projects. They have valid data of the current situation about the projects which have merged usability and agile. The study is not about the interaction design with agile, but Nielsen and Nodder have concentrated to both usability and design so the results and suggestions are good material for interaction design too.  











      35 should use their experience when deciding what should be done when. Some stories are way too complex to be designed in one iteration.  Bowles suggests that interaction designers should get themselves involved in writing the user stories. By doing that designers can make sure that the user stories constitute a chain ‐ called journey ‐ which is doing the same as the traditional vision; making sure that the design is going to one direction, not to many. This way the final product should be more consistent. Bowless has found out that some agile teams use iteration zero not only before starting the actual iterations, but also in the middle of the project. The mid‐project iteration zero is basically an iteration where no user stories are delivered. Instead, it is used for tidying up the code and planning the next steps. For interaction designers it is a good time for doing research, revisiting the vision and making sure that the design is coherent.  Agile is light on documentation, so the designers don’t have to do heavy specifications. Bowles recommends using lo‐fi sketches and paper prototypes as a mechanism for sharing design ideas. Designers can iterate their work easily by sketching lots, quickly and often. Bowles reminds also that working together is one of the key elements of agile, but it doesn’t mean that specialists wouldn’t be needed. Design shouldn’t be dictated by designers ‐ nor should it be a democracy. Shared ownership of the design should be fostered, because everyone in the project has the same goal: making sure that clients and users get the best product the team can create.  
2.4.3 Advantages of the process change Studies and process descriptions are important when considering the process change, but they do not give much inspiration to interaction designers and developers. Inspiration is definitely one of the key issues for any change ‐ process change is not an exception. Individuals have to want the change, otherwise the change resistance will appear and possible even cause the failure of the change.  So what is so much better when interaction design is merged into agile? The best descriptions of the advantages come from the people who have been part of the 








      37 Agile process is much easier when you have experienced professionals in the team and the managers and stakeholders are also committed to change the ways of working. Experienced professionals don’t have to know anything about agile, but being experienced in own work gives more time to focus on the process for a while. When starting with agile, it can be a good thing to have a coach to teach the basics to the whole team. The coach has to know something about interaction design and how to do it in agile. Otherwise it might be harder for the designer to try to convince the team that because of interaction design, strict agile process is not possible. The interaction designer should be able to propose changes to the process and those changes should be done ‐ after all agile is supposed to be flexible. (Giudice 2008; Nielsen and Nodder 2008) Interaction designer should have a possibility to concentrate to the vision first, for example in the iteration zero before the real iterations start. The vision should be kept in mind all the time when doing the modular design inside iterations. Even the vision can change, but then already implemented parts should be checked again. Getting ahead implementation should be done also in iteration zero. While agile doesn’t require heavy documentation, the design work is much easier if previously done designs are available somewhere. Documentation can be done e.g. in wiki or in some other flexible tool instead of traditional heavy specification tools. The most important thing is to remember to add changes to the documentation constantly. When changes are needed, the designer must be able to do quick decisions. Building better communication between the whole team and all stakeholders is important. (Giudice 2008; Nielsen and Nodder 2008) In agile, communication is one of the key values. Communication should happen from early on, one of the designer’s responsibilities should be to guide developers out of the feature discussions to the user goal discussion. To be able to do that, the designer has to be part of the team and let the design be cooperation. It is hard to give part of the responsibility to others, but the designer must be able to trust her team enough to do that. Even though part of the responsibility is on the whole team, the designer must always remember that she owns the design, so she has to make the final decisions. Keeping in touch with other interaction designers can be a good thing for getting help and comments for the design work, but designer’s 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main responsibility should always be the agile team. The team will most probably need designer’s help through the whole development, so designer should always be available for the team. Co‐location is the most effective way to be available and part of the team. (Giudice 2008; Nielsen and Nodder 2008) 
2.4.5 Summary  Agile and interaction design have differences even in their main principles. This is one of the reasons why interaction design hasn’t been combined with agile often, but the main reason is still that the agile methods do not give any instructions how the combination could be done. The differences can be tackled by compromising both interaction design and agile a little bit and by remembering that both are essentially created for one purpose: to be able to create the best possible product for the end user. All existing descriptions of combined processes seem to follow the same principle: some time is used for concepting before the implementation starts and after that the detailed design is done in iterations (sprints, cycles). In iterations, the design stays a little bit ahead of the implementation, so that there is enough time for the research needed and other design activities. The interaction designer also has to support ongoing iteration and review the last iteration done. All studies also remind that the concept (operative image) should be kept in mind all the time when focusing on the small pieces of the whole product. The basic iterative process is not enough for projects which want to combine interaction design and agile. Also some working practises and basic principles need to change dramatically when compared to the traditional waterfall process. The main difference is that interaction designer should be working as a part of the agile team, not so much as a part of the design team. The highlighted practises and principles also include constant communication, light documentation, defining the process details for each project individually, ability to change the design in the middle of the project, etc. These practices and principles are the key point to the successful combination of interaction design and agile.  















      42 answers so strictly, so also comment fields were available. The questions were divided into six pages and the whole survey was nine pages long. 
 Figure 12: Internet survey structure 
The 7‐point Likert scale with additional ’Don’t know’ option was used in main question pages. In background questions only simple Yes/No options were offered. 
      43 For unstructured answers a comment field was also available in each main question page and additionally in the separate Comments page.  The results of the Likert scale questions are combined in this study. The following chart shows how the combination has been done.  
  Figure 13: Combination of Likert scale answers 
For the whole survey and questions, please refer to Appendix 1: Internet survey. For all comments received in the comment fields of the survey, please refer to Appendix 2: Survey comments. 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 45 Each scrum team has to cope with shared resources; interaction designer works typically in 1‐2 scrum teams, graphic designer in 2‐3 teams and usability specialist supports usually 4‐5 teams. This fact of shared resources has to be though when deciding several things in the scrum teams. Typically scrum teams need to consider together e.g. meeting times and when they need more support from shared resources than usually. These can’t overlap much, so that shared resources could be part of all scrum teams as much as needed. Of course that is not always possible, and those cases are solved so that interaction designer is mainly responsible of only one project and can then prioritize the work based on that.  Each scrum team is responsible of creating their own part of the project A. Development work is done together inside the scrum team, but the design work is divided between different designers and specialists. Interaction designer is responsible of the interaction design: mainly meaning specifying the logic and flows into the specification. Graphic designer is doing the final layouts and is responsible of the layout document. Interaction and graphic designers work together to define views and metaphors. Usability specialist is responsible of giving usability feedback about the whole design and arranging usability tests.  
4.1.2 Concepting phase The process model concentrates on the development phase of the project, so it does not define the concepting phase. Concepting can be done using the agile process or it can follow whatever suitable process. Important thing to notice is that if agile process is used, the process should bend so that the designers can do the concepting freely enough.  The high‐level concept defines the vision of the project A and it is created in concepting phase. Each asset team has their own high‐level concept, where the task flows for main use cases, main views and layouts and main dependencies are defined. The usability tests are done to ensure that the high‐level concept is mature enough to be used as a basis for detailed design. The feasibility is also checked by the development, so that there are no major obstacles coming in implementation when the development starts. 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4.1.3 The sprint flow The main difference with the traditional scrum process is that the design work is done one or more sprint(s) ahead of implementation. This violates the basic principle of scrum where everything related to one backlog item should be done in one sprint. The modified process model however recognises that the design needs more time than just part of one sprint. The basic rule in the modified process is that the interaction designer is at the same time preparing for the next sprint by writing the specification, supporting the current sprint by detailing the specification and checking the work done in the previous sprint.  Each sprint should start with the traditional sprint planning meeting. In addition to that, there should be a meeting held about the sprint’s designs. In that meeting the design should be gone through and discussed so that e.g. open issues come up early enough and not in the middle of the sprint.  During the sprint the traditional daily scrum meetings are held, but shared resources may not be able to participate in each of those. Each scrum team can decide how often the shared resources should be present. Otherwise the work inside the sprint follows the traditional scrum process. Also the sprint demo and retrospective follow the traditional scrum process. 
4.1.4 Product backlog The product backlog is the most important document in the scrum process. It includes all needed features as items in priority order. Everything which is done in sprints comes from the product backlog. In the modified scrum process, project A uses user story based items in the product backlog. Even though the user stories are originally coming from the XP, they are spreading to other agile process models. The user story is easy way to ensure that the backlog items are not just features, but something that gives real value to the end user. User story is written by completing the following sentence:  As a user, I want to … so that I … 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The design needs own items in the backlog so that those can be taken into the sprint backlog before the development. This is again violating the basics of the scrum process and the user stories, but it is mandatory so that the design can stay ahead of the development.  
4.1.5 Other documentation Agile and scrum do not appreciate heavy documentation, but all projects can’t be run without documentation. Especially large projects ‐ like project A ‐ will have serious issues if the whole project would just get rid of the documentation. As described before, project A relies first to the concepting phase where the high‐level concept is created. Each asset project creates one concept document that clearly shows the maturity, feasibility and usability of the design. When creating the concept document, also all dependencies are checked and the design is aligned with other asset projects.  After the concepting phase starts the development, where the main document for each asset project is the specification. As high‐level concept has already been created and documented, specification is the place for detailed design descriptions. The specification is not written at once as traditionally in waterfall process. In project A, writing is done one piece at a time during the sprints. This helps significantly designer’s workload on the early phase of the project and gives also the development team a way to see how design is progressing. As the specification is done one piece at a time, changes are not so difficult to handle: the designer is already in the team and concentrating on the same project as the development. The specification remains to be draft until the development is ready. After that point the specification reflects the created product and is final. Most important documents for interaction designers are the concept document and specification. Of course project A has also lots of other documentation, including different kinds of guidelines, architecture documents, usability documentation, meeting minutes, etc. These documents are created and used because they are needed, not just because everything should be documented. 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Figure 14: Background questions 
All of the implementation teams were using the modified scrum process. 8% of the interaction designers are not working as a part of the scrum process. Over half (54%) of the interaction designers are working as a part of several implementation teams. Almost 2/3 (62%) of interaction designers are not co‐located with their scrum teams. The background questions already reveal some of the problems. All implementation teams use the scrum process, but not all interaction designers are working as a part of the process. About half of the interaction designers have to divide their time between several implementation teams and co‐location is not common in project A. The first actual question page concentrated on three things: concept creation phase of the project A, process practices and time limitations. 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Figure 15: Concept creation, practices, time 
Most of the interaction designers agree that they have had enough time to clarify the concept (69%) and they have had a possibility to explore alternative designs (77%). Having enough time for necessary meetings seems to divide opinions ‐ 38% disagrees as well as agrees. Possibility to concentrate on the design work seems to create some issues (62%), as well as the feeling that decisions are made too quickly (77%). Exploring and investigating things divides opinions again, this time 31% disagrees as well as agrees. The needed adjustments to the scrum practices in the scrum teams are happening (62%), but not in every team (23%). 
      51 Having enough time is a clear issue to the interaction designers. It seems that there is not enough time to concentrate to the design work and some of the designers are struggling to have time to be in the necessary meetings or explore and investigate things. Designers also have to do too quick decisions, but one designer commented that it has been the case always and just has not changed when using scrum process. Some designers have issues with their scrum team’s practices and team hasn’t done needed adjustments. However, most of the teams have done needed adjustments. The second question page concentrated on roles and responsibilities. 
 Figure 16: Roles and responsibilities 
Almost all (77%) scrum teams understand the interaction designer’s role as a specialist. 69% of interaction designers feel that they are part of the scrum team, but 23% are not agreeing. It seems that the design is not often a common goal for the whole scrum team, only 38% is agreeing. Most of the designers (85%) agree that their team is asking relevant questions from the designer, not just doing 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something and all designers (100%) feel that they are responsible of the design in their team.  While many of the designers feel that they are part of the scrum team, the minority who feels opposite is not so small that it could be ignored. Also the design seems not to be a common goal for the most of the teams, or then designers are not that much involved with their teams that they would know the answer. One designer also commented not having enough visibility to the team. Otherwise roles and responsibilities seem to be clear to the designers and their teams.  The third question page was about communication, feedback and cooperation. 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Figure 17: Communication, feedback, cooperation 
It seems that the support from scrum team has been missing at the time of concept creation, only 38% of the designers got enough support, while 23% didn’t get enough support. For the general design work, designers are getting enough feedback and support from other interaction designers (92%). Only 62% of the designers agree that they get enough feedback and support from scrum team, while almost all designers (92%) claim that it is easy to ask questions from scrum team. Specification as a designer’s way to communicate the design to scrum team divides opinions ‐ 46% disagrees and 38% agrees. 31% of the designers do not describe the design to the developer(s) before implementation starts, while 62% of 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the designers do that. Almost half (46%) of the designers feel that cooperation with the sensorial team is not going well, while only 23% do not have issues. All designers (100%) are happy with the current state of the cooperation with the usability team. The issues with the lack of support from team to the designer in concept phase might be a bigger problem than it seems from the figures. Those issues often cause problems later on and the problems get huge when all designers are still not happy with the amount of feedback and support in later phases of the project. It seems that asking questions is easy, so the hard part might be about getting the answers or just about having to ask everything. More troubles can be seen when about a third of designers are using the specification as a way to communicate the design to the team and do not describe the design to the developer(s) before implementation starts. There were positive comments about using something simpler than specification as a way to communicate the design to the team. There are also significant problems in cooperation with the sensorial team and one designer has commented that the problems are caused by the lack of resources.  The last question page asked about agile, scrum, and process in general and about the constant change. 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Figure 18: Agile, scrum, process, constant change 
While most of the designers (69%) feel that they have enough knowledge of current scrum process model, significant minority (23%) feel opposite. About half of the designers (54%) have had enough possibilities to be involved to the user story / product backlog creation, while 23% feel that they have been left out. The teams confidence level divides opinions: 38% both disagree and agree that the team is confident about working in the current process model, while 23% neither disagree or agree. Almost all designers (92%) like the fact that design can still change later on, but only about half (54%) agree that the team accepts design changes. None is disagreeing, but 8% don’t know and 38% neither disagree nor agree. Majority (85%) thinks that the design changes are a way to a better design. 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5 Conclusions  
The history and previous studies show clearly that waterfall process model does not work in the software development industry. The need for changes trashes the waterfall method completely and the development side has already created agile methods as a working solution for the need of change. However, when different agile methods were created, design was not fully considered. This has left interaction designers hanging without any support from process side. The need for interaction designers is not gone; in fact it has even grown because software is changing to be even more complex than ever. Software development needs a process where interaction design is combined into the existing, already used agile methods. The studies have shown that it can be done, but it needs time and effort. In software development industry, every project is unique; so one process model does not work for all. Every project should create their own process, but when creating one, lessons should be learned from others who have already defined a process model and used it to see what works and what not. Not many descriptions exist of the combinations of interaction design and agile, while those would be important for those who are trying to figure out what kind of things they should take into account when creating their own process model. The case study part of this thesis answers to the need by giving a description of the process model which is used by one Nokia Devices R&D project, called project A in this thesis. Project A uses scrum method as a basis for the process, but has done some modifications. The most significant differences related to the interaction design include the interaction designer’s specialized role in scrum team and the separation of design tasks in the product backlog so that the design can be done ahead of the implementation. The case study also includes the results of an Internet survey, which was conducted to find out which parts of the process were not going well. The survey results show that while interaction designers don’t have big issues with the process model, they are too busy to fully concentrate on the design work and they feel that they are not yet part of the scrum teams. The divided working time between many asset teams seems to cause issues, but it might get easier when the teams have worked together longer and changed some 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parts of the process to suit them better. The case study was done in the early phase of the project A and it would be interesting to redo the survey when the project has been going on for a while. In the meantime it is important to focus on the issues that came up in the survey results. As mentioned before, in software development industry every project is much different from each other, so the survey results can’t be generalized. While agile methods might seem threatening from interaction designer’s point of view, they are proved to work much better than waterfall process model. Agile methods are giving something also for interaction designers, there are many small positive aspects and there exists a promise of one bigger one also: with agile it is possible that the final product will actually be what interaction designer intended it to be. 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2/8: Background 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1.  Is your implementation team using scrum process?     
2. 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you working as a part of the scrum process?     
3.  Are you working as a part 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several implementation 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4. 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your 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1.  I had 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time to clarify the 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2.  I have had a possibility to explore alternative designs.                 
3.  I 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enough time 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in the necessary meetings.                 
4.  I can concentrate on the design work enough.                 
5.  Sometimes I feel that I have to do too quick decisions.                 
6.  I can explore and investigate things when I feel that I need to.                 
7.  My scrum team has done the needed adjustments to the scrum practices so that I can work efficiently. 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1.  The scrum team understands my role as a specialist, even when it is against scrum principles. 
               
2.  I feel that I am really part of the scrum team.                 
3.  The design is a common goal for the whole scrum team.                 
4.  The scrum team is asking relevant questions from me, not just doing something.                 
5.  I am responsible of the design in my scrum team.                 
6.  Comments about the topics on this page.  [Free text] 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Communication, feedback, cooperation 1 = 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strongly 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= Disagree 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3 = Disagree  4 = Neither agree nor disagree 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= Agree  6 = Agree 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7 = 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strongly      Don’t know  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
1.  I got enough support from the scrum 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to concept creation.                 
2.  I get enough feedback and 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for the design work from                 
  scrum team.                 
  other interaction designers. 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3.  It is easy to ask questions from scrum team members when needed.                 
4.  Specification is my way to communicate the design to scrum team.                 
5.  I describe the design to the developer(s) before implementation starts.                 
6.  Cooperation with                 
  sensorial team goes well.                 
  usability team goes well.                 
7.  Comments about the topics on this page.  [Free text]  
Page 6/8: Agile, scrum, process, constant change 1 = Disagree strongly  2 = Disagree moderately  3 = Disagree  4 = Neither agree nor disagree  5 = Agree  6 = 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7 = 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strongly      Don’t know  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
1.  I have enough knowledge of our current scrum process model.                 
2.  I have had enough possibilities to be involved to the user story / product backlog creation.   
               
3.  My scrum team is confident about working in the current process model. 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4.  I like the fact that anything in the design can still change later on.                 
5.  The scrum team accepts design changes.                 
6.  I think that the design changes are a way to a better design.                 
7.  Comments about the topics on this page.  [Free text]  
Page 7/8: Comments  1.  Please write 
­ comments 
­ concerns 
­ problems 
­ good things 
­ lessons learned 
­ etc 
about the current process here, if you 
haven't written those before. 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text] 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You 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page 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number in brackets shows how many unanswered 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there are 
on that page. After reviewing, return and click Submit Survey. 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complete. 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If you are satisfied with your answers, please click the Submit Survey button. 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Survey comments Comments were first asked in each actual question page and then in separate comments page. In here the comments are separated under survey page titles. 
Page 3/8: Concept creation, practices, time “Decisions are sometimes too quick, but that's always the case, not just in scrum.” “Generally there is enough time to clarify concept, but not enough to cope with all the dependencies if other projects are delayed.” “I would like to discuss with developers and test engineers what is exactly needed in UI spec every sprint otherwise the spec will be unnecessary long for them. UI designers can spend rest of time for other tasks such as user test and UI framework.” 
Page 4/8: Roles and responsibilities ”I don't have good enough visibility to the development to be  completely sure of question 4.” (Question 4: The scrum team is asking relevant questions from me, not just doing something.) 
Page 5/8: Communication, feedback, cooperation “The problems with the sensorial team are mainly results of the lack of resources in the graphical design front, no problems in actual relationships between people. Also there is have been a few communication issues which hopefully are solved when we are soon part of the same team.” “Specification is not the way to communicate, and should not be. Face to face communication and quick drawings works so much more efficiently. Testers might need and want specification, but implementation does not need it nor want it.” “Ui specification is quite cumbersome when discussing or presenting the design to the team. Simple pictures and slides work much better.” 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Page 6/8: Agile, scrum, process, constant change ”Sometimes changes in design are a sign of inability of strong decisions, but mainly of course changes are made towards a better design.” 
Page 7/8: Comments “We need more support from our senor staff, for example, making decisions.” “After trying scrum, I'd not like to work in traditional waterfall fashion. Scrum is a demanding way to work, sometimes very stressful, but when it works it's very direct and rewarding way to work. Physical co‐location is absolutely important though, no chance to make a 'tele‐scrum' team work.” “Our Agile UI process does not completely fit the process our asset project is using. Small modifications have been enough to get things done.” “We have just run to agile without understanding how to create the whole UI from scratch. I feel the biggest flaws and misunderstandings have been caused because especially new developers do not understand how to make UI design in scrum. They just want to start coding and assume that the whole design can be done in sprints. Better communication of processes from Quality & Process team would have helped a lot.” “At the moment, I don't have sufficient time to write UI specifications. Material for User test and interaction communications between other application designers takes a lot of my time as many of my design decision affect other applications.                                                                                                                                    
